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Selective detection of lactate signals in in vivo MR spectroscopy with spectral editing techniques is neces-
sary in situations where strong lipid or signals from other molecules overlap the desired lactate reso-
nance in the spectrum. Several pulse sequences have been proposed for this task. The double-quantum
filter SSel-MQC provides very good lipid and water signal suppression in a single scan. As a major draw-
back, it suffers from significant signal loss due to incomplete refocussing in situations where long evolu-
tion periods are required. Here we present a refocused version of the SSel-MQC technique that uses only
one additional refocussing pulse and regains the full refocused lactate signal at the end of the sequence.

� 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Lactate is an important marker for anaerobic glucose metabo-
lism, and the editing of lactate is therefore an important tool in
cases such as cerebral ischemia, skeletal muscle disorders and in
the supervision of therapy response in tumor treatment (see, e.g.,
[1]). The lactate methyl group signal is, however, often obscured
by the intense lipid methylene signal around 1.3 ppm and cannot
be resolved by conventional magnetic resonance techniques. As
many tumors are located in areas where lipids are abundant or
even contain lipids themselves, suppression of the lipid signal is
mandatory to differentiate lactate resonances from the lipid
signals. Various lactate editing techniques have been developed
for this purpose. Among these, difference editing techniques and
multiple-quantum filters use the differences in the scalar couplings
in the molecules to excite the desired metabolites selectively and
suppress other overlapping signals [2]. In difference editing
techniques [3–6] two scans are acquired that are subtracted.
Therefore, this method is substantially more sensitive to motion
artifacts. The multiple-quantum lactate editing techniques (e.g.
[7–10]) use magnetic field gradients to select multiple quantum
coherences. They allow for a very high lipid suppression efficiency.
As single-shot techniques they are relatively insensitive to motion
artifacts.
Early work on selective excitation of lactate signals in vivo with
multiple-quantum filters can be found e.g. in [11–13], where
[11,12] represent double-quantum filters (DQF) and the work in
[13] is based on a zero-quantum filter. The DQF investigated in this
work is the sequence SSel-MQC from He et al. [7]. Current work on
the basis of this spectral editing method is reported e.g. in [9,14–
16,8,17,1,18–20]. Pickup et al. developed a combination of the
Sel-MQC technique with longitudinal Hadamard slice selection
and chemical shift imaging and facilitated the generation of lactate
maps in vivo in selected regions [9]. The feasibility of the clinical
application of this technique was demonstrated in [14]. In [15,1]
it was shown that with this sequence the important application
of monitoring of patient-specific markers of therapeutic response
in cancer treatment is possible. In [16,17] the Sel-MQC sequence
was implemented with fast spectrocopic imaging methods. For
an inreased in vivo lactate signal the sequence was combined with
binomial spectral selective pulses in [18]. Relaxation measure-
ments were performed on the basis of the SSel-MQC sequence in
[20].

A problem of the SSel-MQC sequence is the strong variation of
the lactate signal with the length of the evolution period t1 [7].
The signal is modulated with a factor cosðpJt1Þ. A reliable lactate
detection in an environment that is rich in lipids requires long evo-
lution times t1 to let the gradients dephase the lipid signal below
the detection limit. In such situations this additional factor results
in severe signal loss that can impede the detection of small lactate
signals [8]. Moreover, half of the signal of the metabolite of interest
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is lost anyway due to the selection of the double-quantum coher-
ences. Boer et al. suggest in [8] the use of two additional refocusing
RF pulses to eliminate the signal modulation.

We present here a modified double-quantum lactate editing
sequence which recovers the single-quantum inphase magnetiza-
tion during the echo formation delay. The sequence shows no
sensitivity to the choice of the echo delay, the length of which
can be chosen according to the demands of lipid suppression. In
contrast to the modification suggested by Boer et al. [8] to cope
with the signal loss due to incomplete refocusing, the multiple-
quantum evolution period in our sequence can be kept as short
as in the original experiment of He et al. [7]. Moreover, our
sequence requires only one instead of two additional 180� pulses.

2. Theory and pulse sequences

2.1. Selective multiple-quantum-coherence transfer (Sel-MQC)

The pulse sequence Sel-MQC, originally developed by He et al.
[7], uses a double-quantum filter (DQF) for selective excitation of
lactate methyl signals and simultaneous suppression of lipid and
water signals in a single scan. Here we use the version SSel-MQC
that refocuses the lactate methyl signals with a selective
180�-pulse in the evolution period (first delay t1) of the sequence,
as shown in Fig. 1. The magnetization of the J-coupled spins in the
lactate molecules can be transformed to double-quantum
coherences which pass the filter, while the spins in lipid and water
molecules can only build single-quantum coherences, which are
suppressed by the filter. The coherence selection gradients g1 and
g2 refocus the lactate signal at the end of the sequence but dephase
the signal from water and lipids.

The thermal equilibrium density operator of the lactate spins is
q0 ¼ Iz þ Fz, where Iz ¼ I1z is the spin of the methine group and
Fz ¼ I2z þ I3z þ I4z denotes the three spins in the methyl group of
lactate. During the pulse sequence the spins develop under the
influence of the chemical shift, J-couplings, B0 inhomogeneity
and RF pulses. For ideal pulses, the first CH3-selective p

2-pulse
(P1 in Fig. 1) generates y-magnetization for the methyl spins:
q1 ¼ Iz � Fy. P1 is followed by the delay s. During the delays the
spins evolve under the Hamiltonian

H ¼ xCH3 Fz þxCHIz þ 2pJIzFz þxB0 ðIz þ FzÞ;
Fig. 1. Pulse sequence SSel-MQC [7] (without P5) and refocused version SSel-MQC-
refocused (with additional p-pulse P5). The relative amplitudes of the selection
gradients (Gsel) are g1:g2 = 1:2. The pulses in the first row (P1 and P3) are selective for
the lactate methyl resonance at 1.3 ppm; the pulses in the second row (P2, P4 and
P5) excite the frequencies at 4.1 ppm (lactate methine group).
where xCH3 and xCH denote the chemical shifts of the methyl and
methine group, respectively. J ¼ 6:9 Hz is the J-coupling between
the methyl and methine spins. The last term in the Hamiltonian
describes the effect of the inhomogeneity of the static magnetic

field: xB0 ð ~rÞ is the frequency shift as a function of the position ~r.
The delay s ¼ 1

2J generates antiphase magnetization: q2 ¼ Izþ
2IzFx. Here we use a reference frame where the CH-spins are on
resonance and disregard the chemical shift evolution of the
CH3-spins, since it is subsequently refocused by the 180�-pulse P3.
The effect of the magnetic field inhomogeneity xB0 is considered
below. The following pulse P2 rotates the methine spin and creates
zero- and double-quantum coherences in q3 ¼ �Iy � 2IyFx. The
single-spin term Iy in q3 does not pass through the DQF and
will not be considered in the following. The density operator q3

represents a superposition of zero- and double-quantum coher-
ences: q3 ¼ 1

2i ðI
�F� � IþFþ � IþF� þ I�FþÞ. The last two terms in q3

are zero-quantum coherences which are eliminated by the filter
and will therefore not be considered any further. The remaining
terms are q3 ¼ 1

2i ðI
�F� � IþFþÞ ¼ �IyFx � IxFy. During the delay t1,

the gradient g1, together with g2, selects specific coherence path-
ways. The selective p-pulse P3 refocuses couplings, chemical shift
evolution and the evolution due to B0-inhomogeneity for the
CH3-spins during t1. However, the evolution of the methine spins
under the B0-inhomogeneity is not refocused and leads to
q4 ¼ ð�IyFx þ IxFyÞ cosðxB0 t1Þ þ ðIxFx þ IyFyÞ sinðxB0 t1Þ at the end of
the delay t1. The pulse P4 converts part of the double-quantum
coherence back to antiphase magnetization. The detectable terms
of the resulting density operator are q5 ¼ �IzFx cosðxB0 t1Þþ
IzFy sinðxB0 t1Þ. During the following delay s the evolution under
the J-coupling generates again inphase magnetization for the
methyl spins: q6 ¼ � 1

2 ðFy cosðxB0 t1Þ þ Fx sinðxB0 t1ÞÞ. Due to the
inhomogeneity of B0, the resulting magnetization has an inhomoge-
neous phase factor and the resulting signal is reduced to the spatial
average. If the magnetization is allowed to precess for an additional
period t1, the magnetic field inhomogeneity refocuses and the sig-
nal increases, as shown in Fig. 2. However, during this additional
delay, the methyl magnetization also evolves under the J-coupling,
Fig. 2. Measured lactate methyl signal using the pulse sequence SSel-MQC in a
phantom at 7 T. The data acquisition begins here before the anticipated time of the
echo. The delay t1 was 25 ms in this acquisition. The shift of the echo to the time
ð2sþ 2t1Þ is clearly visible. As described in the text the J-coupling and the chemical
shift of the lactate spins are refocussed after different times which leads to a shift of
the echo.



Fig. 3. Stacked plot of the edited unrefocused spectra (phase-corrected real part)
using the sequence SSel-MQC with different lengths of the evolution period t1

measured in a phantom at 7 T. The displayed spectral region shows the lactate and
alanine methyl resonances. The desired inphase lactate signal is modulated with
cosðpJt1Þ and the antiphase contribution gradually rises for longer t1 delays.

Fig. 4. Stacked plot of the edited refocused spectra (absolute value) using the
sequence SSel-MQC-refocused with different lengths of the evolution period t1

measured in a phantom at 7 T. The displayed spectral region shows the lactate and
alanine methyl resonances. Even for long delays t1, such as e.g. t1 = 75 ms, the
detected lactate signal still has a high amplitude.
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which converts the signal again into antiphase magnetization:
q7;unref ¼ � 1

2 Fy cosðpJt1Þ. The J-coupling and the magnetic field
inhomogeneity are thus refocused at different times, as shown in
Fig. 2.

The displayed data were measured in a phantom in a 7 T MRI
scanner. The whole FID was first Fourier transformed and all fre-
quencies other than the lactate methyl region were set to zero.
The lactate signal was then inversely Fourier transformed to obtain
the pure lactate methyl time domain data.

2.2. Refocused SSel-MQC

The modulation of the lactate inphase signal with cosðpJt1Þ in
q7;unref can result in a large signal loss, depending on the value of
t1. This signal loss can be avoided by applying additional refocusing
pulses. Boer et al. [8] used two CH-selective p-pulses in the first
delay t1 before and after the pulse P3 in Fig. 1. Here, we show that
the same result can be achieved by applying a single refocusing
pulse to the CH-spins, which is placed in the middle of the last
delay t1 (see Fig. 1). The density operator at the end of the
sequence is then refocused to q7;refoc ¼ � 1

2 Fy: the chemical shift,
the effect of the B0-inhomogeneity as well as the J-coupling are
completely refocused and a maximal lactate signal is formed.

3. Materials and methods

The experimental tests were performed on two different
devices: (a) on a high-resolution NMR spectrometer and (b) on a
7 T whole-body MRI scanner. For the NMR measurements a
Bruker Avance II 500 MHz NMR spectrometer with a Bruker QXI
high-resolution probehead was used. The phantom was a 5 mm
sample tube containing lactate in D2O. The measurements in (b)
were performed on a Magnetom 7 T Siemens MRI scanner
equipped with a self-built 8-channel head coil based on [21]. The
phantom used was a spherical glass vessel with a diameter of
7 cm containing the metabolites lactate and alanine in a mixture
of D2O and H2O. Spectra were acquired with the sequences SSel-
MQC and SSel-MQC-refocused. In (a) and (b) spectra were acquired
from the whole phantom, i.e. no localization method was applied.
The spectra in (b) were postprocessed with the programm JMRUI.
The applied steps were truncation, zero filling and apodization.
The processed spectra were evaluated quantitatively in MATLAB
by fitting Lorentzian lines to the data.

4. Results

As discussed in Section 2, the excitation sequence SSel-MQC
leads to a modulation of the signal with the factor cosðpJt1Þ and
therefore to a reduction of the overall signal. Fig. 3 shows a stacked
plot of spectra aquired with SSel-MQC in a phantom at 7 T using
different delays t1. The shortest accessible t1 delay on this machine
was 25 ms, which corresponds to cosðpJt1Þ � 0:85, corresponding
to a signal reduction by 15%. As shown in Fig. 3, the loss grows
rapidly with increasing t1: the inphase magnetization of lactate-
CH3 vanishes gradually and at the same time the antiphase signal
grows. In the spectrum with t1 = 70 ms almost maximal antiphase
magnetization can be seen. Here the amplitude of the inphase
magnetization is close to zero.

For in vivo measurements in lipid-rich tissues a longer t1 delay
may become necessary because the gradients g1 and g2 need to be
strong enough to completely dephase the lipid signal. In the case
that the maximal gradient amplitudes are reached this means that
the duration of g1 and g2 needs to be longer, implying in turn
longer t1 delays, as shown by Boer et al. [8]. t1 values in the range
of 30–60 ms appear to be required for satisfactory lipid signal sup-
pression [8]. Fig. 3 clearly shows that with the original SSel-MQC
sequence in this region of t1 values only a very small lactate
inphase signal is left, which is overlayed by a considerable amount
of antiphase signal. Furthermore, the contribution of a strong anti-
phase signal complicates the quantification because the fitting of
Lorentzian line shapes to a superposition of inphase and antiphase
signals is more challenging. In addition, the antiphase signal
suffers from signal cancellation unless the linewidth is very small.

The refocused excitation scheme introduced in Section 2.2
eliminates the J-modulation and restores the signal lost due to
dephasing.

Fig. 4 shows a series of spectra acquired with the SSel-MQC-
refocused sequence. The spectra clearly demonstrate that the
undesired J-modulation of the signal has been eliminated and pure



Fig. 6. Direct comparison of the edited spectra (phase-corrected real part)
measured with the sequence SSel-MQC (a) and SSel-MQC-refocused (b) at 7 T for
t1 = 50 ms.
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inphase lactate methyl signals can be acquired which simplifies the
quantification of the metabolite content. The amplitude of the lac-
tate methyl signal is still relatively high even for t1 delays as long
as 75 ms. Therefore, the refocused sequence makes a quantitative
determination of the lactate content possible even in situations
where long gradient durations for g1 and g2 are required.

For a quantitative evaluation of the sequence performance,
Fig. 5 compares the signal amplitudes for the two sequences
SSel-MQC and SSel-MQC-refocused measured on both instruments.
The signal amplitudes for the MRI scanner measurements were
determined by applying the standard postprocessing of the data
in JMRUI and subsequently fitting the real parts of the spectra in
MATLAB. For the refocused spectra a superposition of two inphase
doublets (for lactate and alanine) was fitted to the data. In the case
of the unrefocused spectra a superposition of an inphase doublet
and an antiphase doublet for each lactate and alanine was used
for fitting. With the data from the fit a quantitative evaluation of
the pure inphase lactate-CH3 signal without overlapping alanine
or antiphase components is possible. The results are shown in
Fig. 5. The refocused version of the sequence excites, in accordance
with the theory, a large lactate methyl inphase signal (blue
squares) where signal loss comes only from T2 decay. The solid
blue curve is a fitted T2 decay (A � expð�ð2sþ 2t1Þ=T2Þ). The data
from the unrefocused sequence (black triangles) match the theo-
retically predicted behaviour as shown by the black dashed curve,
which corresponds to a T2 decay multiplied by cosðpJt1Þ. For a t1

value of e.g. 50 ms the refocused version gives a signal that is twice
as large as the unrefocused version. For t1 ¼ 70 ms even a four
times larger signal is reached. Similar experiments and evaluations
were additionally performed on a 500 MHz NMR spectrometer. The
results are also displayed in Fig. 5. The data points represent the
integrated lactate methyl doublet. For the unrefocused sequence
SSel-MQC and for SSel-MQC-refocused, as described in Fig. 1, the
dependence of the lactate methyl signal on the t1 values is
analogue to the observed behaviour at 7 T.

Fig. 6 shows a direct comparison of the resulting spectra for
t1 ¼ 50 ms, which clearly shows the large signal gain resulting
from the refocusing. In addition, the line shape shows that the
unrefocused spectrum does not contain a pure inphase signal
and quantification will be more complicated in that case. The
Fig. 5. Dependance of the lactate methyl inphase signal on the length of the
evolution period t1 for the pulse sequences SSel-MQC and SSel-MQC-refocused
measured on a phantom at 7 T and at a 500 MHz NMR-spectrometer. The original
SSel-MQC sequence produces a signal that is modulated with cosðpJt1Þ (black and
green triangles). With the refocused multiple-quantum filter the full signal can be
reobtained (red circles and blue squares). The signal is only diminished by the loss
due to T2 decay. The solid lines represent a fit of an exponential decay to the data.
The dashed curves were obtained by multiplying these fits with cosðpJt1Þ
respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
chosen value of t1 ¼ 50 ms is a realistic value for in vivo measure-
ments of lactate in a lipid-rich environment [8] like breast or
muscle.

For comparison, we also tested the recently proposed sequence
of Boer et al. [8] on the NMR spectrometer. In contrast to our
sequence, which uses a single refocusing pulse, the sequence pro-
posed by Boer et al. relies on two refocusing pulses. We found that
for t1 delays up to approx. 60–70 ms the performance of the two
sequences is identical within the measurement uncertainty.

Fig. 7 shows the simulated dependence of the lactate methyl
signal on a miscalibration of the RF amplitude. The curves were
calculated with MATLAB for different t1 values, assuming an ideal
B0 field without inhomogeneity. For this situation the simulated
curves represent the behaviour of both SSel-MQC and SSel-MQC-
refocused at the same time. As can be seen in the figure an addi-
tional problem occurs for long t1 delays in the presence of RF
inhomogeneity: sequences with long t1 delays are significantly
more sensitive to RF inhomogeneity. As an example, a sequence
with t1 ¼ 60 ms and RF miscalibration of ±30% from the ideal value
yields only �50% of the lactate signal compared to a sequence with
t1 ¼ 13 ms. This represents an additional reason why the t1 delay
should be kept as short as possible. With the refocused multiple-
quantum filter with one refocussing pulse, as described in Fig. 1,
a shorter t1 delay can be used than in the version with two
refocussing pulses.
Fig. 7. Simulation of the dependance of the lactate methyl signal for the sequence
SSel-MQC on miscalibration of the RF amplitude for different t1 values calculated
with MATLAB. An RF-field of 100% corresponds to the nominal RF amplitude.



Fig. 8. Experimental spectra of a sample containing lactate, alanine and lipid. (a)
Reference spectrum obtained with a hard 90�-pulse. (b) Spectrum obtained with the
SSel-MQC sequence using Gaussian pulses. The lipid suppression is performed very
well by the selection gradients. The lipid signals are suppressed by a factor 450.
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5. Discussion and conclusion

Lactate editing with the multiple-quantum filter sequence SSel-
MQC originally developed by He et al. [7] suffers from the draw-
back that the desired lactate inphase signal is reduced by a factor
cosðpJt1Þ that depends on the evolution time t1. In lipid-rich tis-
sues, where the t1 delays have to be chosen longer than 30 ms to
achieve sufficient suppression [8], this modulation results in a sig-
nificant signal loss.

The refocused version of the multiple-quantum filter presented
in this work avoids this signal loss. The refocussing is done by an
additional 180�-pulse in the last delay t1. As a result the pure
inphase lactate methyl signal is restored. The remaining signal loss
is due to (homogeneous) T2 relaxation.

In this study, we showed by analytical calculation and experi-
mental verification on an NMR spectrometer and a 7 T MRI scanner
the effect of the refocussing. A significantly higher lactate signal
can be acquired, and, therefore, lactate editing using long delays
t1 in lipid-rich environments becomes possible. A comparison with
the refocused multiple-quantum filter seqence from Boer et al. [8]
shows that the refocussing with one and with two additional 180�-
pulses works identically up to t1 values of 60–70 ms. The advan-
tage of the refocused sequence with a single 180�-pulse as pre-
sented in this work is a lower additional SAR contribution from
only one, instead of two additional 180�-pulses. Furthermore, the
delay t1 can be kept shorter with the refocused sequence presented
here because there is no need to place two additional 180�-pulses
in the first delay t1. In addition, simulations show that the SSel-
MQC sequence with long t1 delays is substantially more sensitive
to RF inhomogeneity. Therefore, a short delay t1 helps to make
the sequence as robust as possible in the presence of RF
inhomogeneity.

The SSel-MQC sequence has a very good performance in the
suppression of lipid signals, as shown in Fig. 8. The additional
180�-pulse P5 does not affect the ability of the sequence to sup-
press strong lipid signals. The pulse P5 in the last part of the
sequence is only selective for the lactate methine spins. The lipid
signal is not excited by this additional pulse. The lipid suppression
is accomplished by the selection gradients g1 and g2 and works
very well, as shown in Fig. 8. Therefore the optimized sequence
SSel-MQC-refocused suppresses the lipid signal just as well as
the original sequence SSel-MQC.

We described here a refocused multiple-quantum filter for
selective excitation of lactate signals. The principle of this
refocussing can equally be applied to MQ-filters for selective exci-
tation of other metabolites in different applications.

As an outlook, the refocused multiple-quantum filter described
above might be combined with optimized robust pulses (see
Holbach et al. [22]) to minimize effects of B0 and RF inhomogeneity
for applications in MRI scanners. As the next steps, we therefore
plan to implement the refocused and optimized sequence for
in vivo studies.
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